
7-28-14-1 4:53 Dr. Carolyn's Introduction

5:44 American Society of Nutrition's statement that processed
foods make up an essential part of the American diet
discussed.
We are so entrenched in news speak that a clinical journal
would publish that statement about processed foods.

7:01

8:16
all our products. 

9:25 This is a political statement. Will effect schools, the military,
hospitals, etc. A rationale for killing our kids with this

13:08 Ignorance factor when doctors don't learn about nutrition
in school they pass their ignorance along. That's why they
don't talk about organic food. 

14:18 Trust your body.
16:03 Doctors don't look for alternatives until they or their

families are sick.
16:25 Body can't cope with synthetic food.
17:52 Splicing genes into vegetables to increase shelf life.
18:04 Not living in fear of my food. Not fanatic about food.

Eat what I like, and if I don't feel good eating something,
I don't eat. I'm listening to my body.

19:37 Finding real or organic food that haven't been tampered
with.

20:37 Benefits of the I-Cell
22:15

environment.

22:59 Photos of I-Cell
Sea of I-Cells; no fibers on the slide

24:14 I-Cells are doing something with olive oil that they are not
there any more.

The I-Cells want to eat olive oil.
25:29

Looks like I-Cells are eating gluten.
Gluten is not digestible by some people.

26:42 When not digested, gluten produces hallucinogenic
chemicals and irritants.
You can overwhelm your body and have lots of symptoms -
like inflammation.

29:05

There is no nutritional speciality in medicine.

You can zig when these authorities zag. That's the point of

food. It's about big agra.

I-Cell/RnA Drops are allowing us to adapt to our

That's why iON says you can't mix with other creams.

No gluten in the RnA Drops Video

Sheila Kern's new painting, In the Garden
http://sheilakern.com

http://sheilakern.com/


31:18
oil?
Plain organic olive oil is just fine.

The I-Cell is going to take impurities and make substance

35:24 Have your own intuition about the whole experience.
Take personal responsibility for your health.

36:37

toxins that create wrinkles, spots, etc.
37:49
38:07

Is it okay not being in the refrigerator?

40:32 RTA spinal and tendon damage.
Muscle spasms and tendon pain in back and neck
were unbearable  until I found magnesium with you.

Someone in London buys in bulk that can help you.
41:57 What generation is being shipped now? 109
42:08

See Magnesium Book in our Q&A.

How long does it take for improvement to show?

RBC Magnesium Test. 
Look for 6.0-6.2 as a maintaining level for therapeutic
reasons.

Most see some improvement in a month unless they are
very anxious about their health.

Not doing a study on this. It's very individual.
We don't treat magnesium as a drug.
You are the clinical trial of one.
Read, "When Magnesium Makes You Worse."
A-Fib and potassium. Does magnesium improve K
Reserves?
Right beside low potassium is low magnesium. They go
hand in hand.
Potassium broth.

52:15

What is the difference between ozinated olive oil and olive

ReNew is getting a new jar.
Suggests keeping ReNew out of the refrigerator.
Shake the RnA Drops bottle vigorously.

more pallative for you. You don't have to get the best.

Can you use face lotion after using ReNew?
Other products are worked on by ReNew. It distracts
ReNew from getting into your skin and dealing with the

Spraying ReLyte/ReMag on face is your toner.
RnA Drops delivered and sitting outside in the sun.

Complete discussion. RnA Drops are indestructible.
RnA Drops taste better from the refrigerator.

Off all the meds with magnesium and lifestyle change.

Afib meds are not working; ablation is recommended.
Examples of magnesium treatment that help Afib.

Steve's testimonial in ReMag book.

Depends on your deficiency, what meds you are on.

Might take 3-4 tsps a day to build up a therapeutic level.

What percent are able to become Afib free on products?

MDH's claims against you on his website.



He is facing an inquiry and is in a strategy to stop proceedings
53:44

pint of water in the morning and evening. Good protocol.
Sipping a bit of minerals throughout the day.

People feel invigorated by the beach.

ReMag/ReLyte in pint of water with 1/8 sea salt in a

"A Day at the Beach" is what Ginney calls her drink.
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